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Research Memorandum
1947

the oecd skills strategy diagnostic report netherlands identifies the following three skills priorities for the netherlands fostering
more equitable skills outcomes creating skills intensive workplaces and promoting a learning culture

The ethics and challenges of studying the genetics of marginalized
populations
2023-09-25

with a seeming increase in the number of high profile cases of research misconduct there is a need for promoting and upholding
the principles for the responsible conduct of research at the 3rd world conference on research integrity convened in montréal in
2013 vital issues relating to ethics and behavior in research environments were discussed at length this book captures the major
content and discussions arising from the conference the montréal conference like the previous conferences attracted a diverse
group of delegates and speakers including government and institutional leaders policy makers journal editors officials of
research funding agencies scientists and other researchers students and postdoctoral fellows representatives of academic
societies and academies and those responsible for compliance and regulation as well as many who are engaged in doing
empirical research on topics related to research integrity the aim of this book is to share the ideas emerging from the rich
discussion at the conference with scholars and policymakers around the world it covers the main topics that are today seen as
vital to decision making about responsible research the book also sets the stage for the 4th world conference on research
integrity which will be held in brazil in mid 2015 this book and the prior world conference publication represent the largest
ongoing global discussion of issues relating to integrity in research it provides its readers with the opportunity to learn more
about and eventually engage these issues locally or globally with colleagues

OECD Skills Studies OECD Skills Strategy Diagnostic Report: The
Netherlands 2017
2017-12-01

this research handbook considers many aspects of corporate liability beginning with a fundamental explanation of what the
company is through depictions of corporate liability in theory to the key areas of liability in practice interdisciplinary in nature
the contributions cover corporate and participant liability under statutory law tort and criminal law and corporate fiduciary and
securities law specific perspectives include those on vicarious liability in tort and its application to corporations and
accountability for ai labour

Integrity In The Global Research Arena
2015-04-10

a cutting edge introduction to key topics in modern economic theory for first year graduate students in economics and related
fields volume ii of microeconomic foundations introduces models and methods at the center of modern microeconomic theory in
this textbook david kreps a leading economic theorist emphasizes foundational material concentrating on seminal work that
provides perspective on how and why the theory developed because noncooperative game theory is the chief tool of modeling
and analyzing microeconomic phenomena the book stresses the applications of game theory to economics and throughout it
underscores why theory is most useful when it supports rather than supplants economic intuition introduces first year graduate
students to the models and methods at the core of microeconomic theory today covers an extensive range of topics including
the agency theory market signaling relational contracting bilateral bargaining auctions matching markets and mechanism design
stresses the use and misuse of theory in studying economic phenomena and shows why theory should support not replace
economic intuition includes extensive appendices reviewing the essential concepts of noncooperative game theory with
guidance about how it should and shouldn t be used features free online supplements including chapter outlines and overviews
solutions to all the problems in the book and more



Research Handbook on Corporate Liability
2023-08-14

this book provides multifaceted components and full practical perspectives of systems engineering and risk management in
security and defense operations with a focus on infrastructure and manpower control systems missile design space technology
satellites intercontinental ballistic missiles and space security while there are many existing selections of systems engineering
and risk management textbooks there is no existing work that connects systems engineering and risk management concepts to
solidify its usability in the entire security and defense actions with this book dr anna m doro on rectifies the current imbalance
she provides a comprehensive overview of systems engineering and risk management before moving to deeper practical
engineering principles integrated with newly developed concepts and examples based on industry and government
methodologies the chapters also cover related points including design principles for defeating and deactivating improvised
explosive devices and land mines and security measures against kinds of threats the book is designed for systems engineers in
practice political risk professionals managers policy makers engineers in other engineering fields scientists decision makers in
industry and government and to serve as a reference work in systems engineering and risk management courses with focus on
security and defense operations

Research Memorandum Series
2002

nchrp report 649 ncfrp report 3 separation of vehicles cmv only lanes presents an extensive compendium of information about
cmv only lanes and examines major issues and concepts that should be understood in developing new applications of cmv only
lane concepts as a potential method for both easing congestion and reducing the number of traffic accidents on highways
appendices to this report including an annotated literature review performance evaluation criteria benefits monetization factors
and unit costs and net present value calculations for benefit cost analysis are available on the trb website this report and the
supplemental information can be used by public agencies that may be considering cmv only lane concepts in corridor studies or
other planning applications the report provides data such agencies can use to support their own evaluations of cmv only lane
projects

Microeconomic Foundations II
2023-05-23

based on case studies this book offers an insight in various european activities and practices in data management and their
interaction with policies and programs the latter form the background for the following case studies provide the conceptual
framework at the same time giving an exhaustive understanding of the specific subjects the case studies share common themes
and give a concrete insight into vital issues such as web archiving digitization of analog archives researchers motivations for
sharing data and how libraries archives and researchers can collaborate in creating research tools and services

Handbook of Systems Engineering and Risk Management in Control
Systems, Communication, Space Technology, Missile, Security and Defense
Operations
2022-09-27

the profession of intelligence and those delivering intelligence education share a common aim of developing intelligence as a
discipline however this shared interest must also navigate the existence of an academic practitioner divide this book provides a
range of international approaches to navigate the academic practitioner divide

Research Memorandum
1955

classroom research partnerships guides academic researchers through the conceptualization implementation and dissemination
of studies based in school communities as dynamic complex contexts classrooms are rich with the potential for deepening our
understanding of teaching and learning processes and creating robust ecologically valid innovations in education designed for



both first time and experienced classroom researchers this book s unique framework will move readers toward more responsive
reflexive and mutually beneficial collaborations each chapter presents background on key research decisions logistical and
ethical considerations and objectives for advancing knowledge and professional practice examples are drawn from the research
experiences of the authors as well as classroom researchers interviewed for the book which collectively provides an array of
project designs in different cultural settings from early childhood through high school researchers from universities school
districts and nonprofits will find renewed inspiration to set goals that pursue positive and equitable change for the students
teachers and communities at the heart of classroom research partnerships

Separation of Vehicles
2010

research regulatory compliance offers the latest information on regulations and compliance in the laboratory with the increasing
complexity of regulations and need for institutional infrastructure to deal with compliance of animal use issues as well as a
requirement surrounding human subjects this publication provides reputable guidance and information the book is extremely
helpful as a resource for researchers administrators and technicians in the laboratory and is also a great asset for faculty or new
researchers coming in to the laboratory environment it will help prepare users for the deluge of regulatory and compliance
issues they will face while conducting their scientific programs the book is edited and authored by known leaders in the field of
compliance and regulations and contains extensive research on the topics it represents the new standard for information in
every laboratory provides a one stop go to resource for the many regulatory and compliance issues that affect laboratory study
and research models extremely helpful as a resource for researchers administrators and technicians in the laboratory and also a
great asset for faculty or new researchers coming in to the laboratory environment focuses on united states regulations covering
both animal models and human subjects written and edited by known leaders in the field of regulatory compliance who bring
many years of collective experience to the book

Research Data Management - A European Perspective
2017-12-04

industrial ecology ie is a rapidly growing scienti c discipline that is concerned with the sustainability of industrial systems under
explicit consideration of its int dependence with natural systems in recent years there has been an ever increasing awareness
about the applicability of input output analysis ioa to ie in particular to lca life cycle assessment and mfa material ow analysis
this is witnessed in the growing number of papers at isie international society for industrial ec ogy conferences which use ioa and
also by the installment of subject editors on ioa in the international journal of life cycle assessment it can be said that ie has
become a major eld of application for ioa the broadening of users of ioa from various backgrounds implies a need for a self
contained textbook on ioa that can meet the needs of students and practitioners without compromising on basic c cepts and the
latest developments this book was written with the aim of lling this need and is primarily addressed to students and practitioners
of ie as the title suggests the core contents of the book have grown out of our research in ioa of waste management issues over
the last decade we have been fascinated by the versatile nature of ioa with regard to various technical issues of waste m
agement in particular and to ie in general for us both economists by training ioa has turned out to be extremely useful in
establishing productive communi tion with scientists and engineers interested in ie

The Academic-Practitioner Divide in Intelligence Studies
2022-04-14

economic development that meets the needs of the global population without jeopardizing the capacity of future generations is a
worldwide challenge for multinational enterprises mnes they are expected to balance their role as global economic actors and
environmental stewards in the environment in which they operate contributors from india europe and the united states offer new
perspectives contrasting us european and emerging economies approaches to sustainability and how they can generate
roadmaps which yield innovative solutions for one of the most contentious issues of our era their review suggests that the
differential performance across developed and emerging economies has exposed potential weaknesses emerging dynamics of
sustainability in multinational enterprises promotes greater emphasis on experimenting with unique local and sustainable
approaches to solving problems faced by firms in or from emerging economies this is a critical resource for researchers
practitioners and policy makers concerned with sustainable development issues and a fresh reference for graduate level
students and academics focusing on corporate governance sustainable development and ethics as well as multinational
enterprise management



Classroom Research Partnerships
2023-10-02

standards for reporting data to educators provides a synthesis of research and best practices of how data should be presented to
educators in order to optimize the effectiveness of data use synthesizing over 300 sources of peer reviewed research expert
commentary and best practices rankin develops a set of data reporting standards that education data system vendors providers
and creators can apply to improve how data is displayed for educators the accurate and effective presentation of data is
paramount to educators ability to successfully implement and make use of the most current knowledge in the field this
important book reveals the most effective ways to communicate data to ensure educators can use data easily and accurately

Research Regulatory Compliance
2015-06-14

a third of the world s entrepreneurial activity is driven by women with the mass movement of people now commonplace the role
of female entrepreneurs in immigrant communities has become an increasingly important component of the world economy its
productivity and the struggle against poverty throwing light on the dynamics of entrepreneurship generally and on immigrant
and female entrepreneurship in particular the global female immigrant entrepreneurship fie project is a huge and exciting
research undertaking written by the project s team of researchers based in prestigious business schools and universities on
almost every continent this important book begins the process of discovering why and how female driven business start ups
often seem to spontaneously emerge in adverse environments is it randomness luck or chance that determine success or failure
or vital critical forces and the inherent qualities of the women involved the research emerging from the fie project points to
answers to questions about the integration of immigrant communities their interaction with host economic and business
environments and the role of women in that interaction with findings from more than fifteen countries from the usa with some of
the world s oldest and largest immigrant communities to african countries that are the newest destination for asian migrants this
book will help inform social and economic policy in communities and countries searching for prosperity more than that the book
offers policy makers business leaders and those concerned with business development the chance to uncover some of the
mystery around the complex phenomenon of entrepreneurship itself

Waste Input-Output Analysis
2009-02-08

this comprehensive research handbook provides an in depth analysis of the different financial law approaches legal systems and
trends throughout asia it considers how reforms following the crises have been critical for the development and growth of the
region and explores a broad range of post crisis financial regulatory issues this timely book also examines how inconsistent and
divergent approaches to financial market regulation are curtailing the region s potential

Emerging Dynamics of Sustainability in Multinational Enterprises
2016-02-26

studies in law politics and society provides a vehicle for the publication of scholarly articles within the broad parameters of
interdisciplinary legal scholarship in this latest edition of this highly successful research series articles examine a diverse range
of legal issues and their impact on and intersections with society

Standards for Reporting Data to Educators
2016-03-02

terrorism commentary on security documents is a series that provides primary source documents and expert commentary on
various topics relating to the worldwide effort to combat terrorism as well as efforts by the united states and other nations to
protect their national security interests volume 146 russia s resurgence examines recent developments in the foreign policy and
strategy of the russian federation including an examination of its aggression against neighboring states with russian populations
its recent focus on strengthening its military capabilities its larger strategy vis à vis nato and the united states its utilization of
hybrid warfare in the gray zone to achieve its goals its increasing influence on middle eastern politics and the historical context
within which these developments have occurred this volume includes congressional research service reports on security issues



concerning the united states ukraine and the russian federation as well as an english language version of the military doctrine of
the russian federation made available to the public nato s framework for future alliance operations and recent studies on russia s
hybrid warfare from the nato defense college and the joint special operations university press

Female Immigrant Entrepreneurs
2016-04-15

from scholars working in a variety of institutional and geographic contexts and with a wide range of student populations
retention persistence and writing programs offers perspectives on how writing programs can support or hinder students
transitions to college the contributors present individual and program case studies student surveys a wealth of institutional
retention data and critical policy analysis rates of student retention in higher education are a widely acknowledged problem
although approximately 66 percent of high school graduates begin college of those who attend public four year institutions only
about 80 percent return the following year with 58 percent graduating within six years at public two year institutions only 60
percent of students return and fewer than a third graduate within three years less commonly known is the crucial effect of
writing courses on these statistics first year writing is a course that virtually all students have to take thus writing programs are
well positioned to contribute to larger institutional conversations regarding retention and persistence and should offer
themselves as much needed sites for advocacy research and curricular innovation retention persistence and writing programs is
a timely resource for writing program administrators as well as for new writing teachers advisors administrators and state boards
of education contributors matthew bridgewater cristine busser beth buyserie polina chemishanova michael day bruce feinstein
patricia freitag ericsson nathan garrett joanne baird giordano tawanda gipson sarah e harris mark hartlaub holly hassel jennifer
heinert ashley j holmes rita malenczyk christopher p parker cassandra phillips anna plemons pegeen reichert powell marc scott
robin snead sarah elizabeth snyder sara webb sunderhaus susan wolff murphy

Research Handbook on Asian Financial Law
2020-01-31

educators are increasingly responsible for using data to improve teaching and learning in their schools this helpful guide
provides leaders with simple steps for facilitating accurate analysis and interpretation of data while avoiding common errors and
pitfalls how to make data work provides clear strategies for getting data into workable shape and creating an environment that
supports understanding analysis and successful use of data no matter what data system or educational technology tools are in
place in your district this accessible resource makes data easy to understand and use so that educators can better evaluate and
maximize their systems to help their staff students and school succeed with this tried and true guidance you ll be prepared to
advocate for tools that adhere to data reporting standards avoid misinterpretation of data and improve the data use climate in
your school

Studies in Law, Politics, and Society
2017-07-04

anthropogenic and natural disturbances to freshwater quantity and quality are a greater issue for society than ever before to
successfully restore water resources requires understanding the interactions between hydrology climate land use water quality
ecology and social and economic pressures this special issue of water includes cutting edge research broadly addressing
investigative areas related to experimental study designs and modeling freshwater pollutants of concern and human dimensions
of water use and management results demonstrate the immense globally transferable value of the experimental watershed
approach the relevance and critical importance of current integrated studies of pollutants of concern and the imperative to
include human sociological and economic processes in water resources investigations in spite of the latest progress as
demonstrated in this special issue managers remain insufficiently informed to make the best water resource decisions amidst
combined influences of land use change rapid ongoing human population growth and changing environmental conditions there is
thus a persistent need for further advancements in integrated and interdisciplinary research to improve the scientific
understanding management and future sustainability of water resources

Terrorism
1979

research data management rdm has become a professional topic of great importance internationally following changes in



scholarship and government policies about the sharing of research data exploring research data management provides an
accessible introduction and guide to rdm with engaging tasks for the reader to follow and develop their knowledge starting by
exploring the world of research and the importance and complexity of data in the research process the book considers how a
multi professional support service can be created then examines the decisions that need to be made in designing different types
of research data service from local policy creation training through to creating a data repository coverage includes a discussion
of the drivers and barriers to rdm institutional policy and making the case for research data services practical data management
data literacy and training researchers ethics and research data services case studies and practical advice from working in a
research data service this book will be useful reading for librarians and other support professionals who are interested in
learning more about rdm and developing research data services in their own institution it will also be of value to students on
librarianship archives and information management courses studying topics such as rdm digital curation data literacies and open
science

TERRORISM: COMMENTARY ON SECURITY DOCUMENTS VOLUME 146
2017-06-07

the imf has had extensive involvement in the stress testing of financial systems in its member countries this book presents the
methods and models that have been developed by imf staff over the years and that can be applied to the gamut of financial
systems an added resource for readers is the companion cd rom which makes available the toolkit with some of the models
presented in the book also located at elibrary imf org page stress test toolkit

Retention, Persistence, and Writing Programs
2017-04-01

this book weaves together different strands of research in the area of lifelong learning that concentrates particularly on learning
in alternative settings and ways such experiential learning and informal and community learning drawing upon international
research the book examines how these strands of research can contribute to each other the contributions to this book are based
on material presented at a conference at the centre for research in lifelong learning uk and they focus on research into key
issues of policy and practice in lifelong learning establishing a wider framework for debate about the meaning and significance of
lifelong learning this timely and thought provoking book provides practitioners in the field with a relevant and current discussion
on some very important ideas about non formal education

Quarterly Supplement to the ... Annual Department of Defense Bibliography
of Logistics Studies and Related Documents
1991

through a biophysical approach electromagnetic fields in biology and medicine provides state of the art knowledge on both the
biological and therapeutic effects of electromagnetic fields emfs the reader is guided through explanations of general problems
related to the benefits and hazards of emfs step by step engineering processes and basic r

How to Make Data Work
2016-01-22

essential vce legal studies units 3 4 combines compelling and accessible language and layout to encourage students to develop
skills in legal interpretation application and analysis

Integrated Water Resources Research
2021-05-20

graycar and smith s excellent edited volume studies corruption as a pervasive global phenomenon the chapters move from
general overviews to in depth studies of corruption prone sectors such as forestry financial markets public procurement and
trade in diamonds and art the volume is an important contribution to the international study of corruption that mixes scholarly
analysis with practical recommendations for the control and prevention of corruption both international initiatives and country or
sector specific policies susan rose ackerman yale law school us corruption is on top of the agendas of practitioners and scholars



in public administration all over the world this volume addresses questions no one can neglect and comes up with answers we
should not miss leo huberts vu university amsterdam the netherlands this handbook will serve as an invaluable resource for
scholars students and public officials interested in understanding corruption and its control james b jacobs nyu school of law us
corruption is a global phenomenon with costs estimated to be in the trillions of dollars this source of original research and policy
analysis deals with the most important concepts and empirical evidence in foreign corrupt practices globally handbook of global
research and practice in corruption includes research from all continents and provides a critical analysis of the key issues of
corruption and its control through rigorous analysis and theoretical foundations this book provides a multi disciplinary and
international account of corruption from the perspectives of public policy criminal law and criminology as well as considering
principles of prevention and control in both the public and private sectors with original and empirical analyses this unique book
will appeal to academics researchers and students in international business and international law staff of crime and corruption
commissions and police integrity agencies as well as international organisations such as the world bank imf transparency
international and the world economic forum

Exploring Research Data Management
2018-05-11

contemporary terrorism studies is a comprehensive and accessible introduction to terrorism studies examining key issues and
debates and featuring dedicated sections on terrorism and counter terrorism when do individuals radicalise can terrorism be
rational how can we define terrorism what is the role of women in terrorism can states be terrorist world leading experts answer
these questions in contemporary terrorism studies the first textbook to provide a multi disciplinary methodologically plural and
richly diverse introduction to terrorism studies contemporary terrorism studies covers the main approaches in terrorism studies
and is structured into three comprehensive sections the first on the state of terrorism studies maps the development and
historical context of the discipline and looks to the future of terrorism studies part two on issues and debates in terrorism studies
examines key contentious questions and debates such as the role of women technology and the media in terrorism the final part
part three on countering terrorism focuses specifically on counterterrorism it s instruments foreign policy legal frameworks and
organisations overall text will engage students and establish a confident understanding of the subject the textbook has been
developed with pedagogical features to help enhance student learning each chapter contains case studies to highlight real world
examples of political violence questions for reflection to encourage critical thinking and suggestions for further reading which
provide useful sources for further reading essays and exam preparation furthermore a consistent accessible tone and jargon free
writing style makes contemporary terrorism studies the clearest guide to understanding terrorism digital formats and resources
contemporary terrorism studies is available for students and institutions to purchase in a variety of formats and is supported by
online resources the e book offers a mobile experience and convenient access along with hyperlinks to question pointers and a
library of web links helping you to broaden your knowledge and understanding terrorism studies oxfordtextbooks co uk ebooks
student resources additional case studies guidance on accessing databases pointers for tackling the questions for reflection and
suggested web links organised by chapter are available online lecturer resources customisable powerpoint slides to adapt and
use in teaching

A Guide to IMF Stress Testing
2014-12-23

social competences have played a crucial role in the international search for generic over arching skills key qualifications and
core competences since the 1970s by the end of 1990 social cohesion and integration had gained new momentum in this
discourse because of their importance for the functioning of global market economy and industries moreover the concept of
social capital affects and changes the role of social competences in vocational and continuing education this volume presents a
collection of papers which reflect and describe these changes and their political economical and pedagogical backgrounds and
implications the topics include economisation of social competences social competences as key qualifications for employability
and entrepreneurship social challenges in eroding welfare societies gender and social competences and the ideological and
economical context of the social competences discourse

Learning Outside the Academy
2006-11-22

understanding language testing presents an introduction to language tests and the process of test development that starts at
the very beginning assuming no knowledge of the field the book promotes a practical understanding of language testing using
examples from a variety of languages while grounded on solid theoretical principles the book focuses on fostering a true



understanding of the various uses of language tests and the process of test development scoring test performance analyzing
and interpreting test results and above all using tests as ethically and fairly as possible so that test takers are given every
opportunity to do their best to learn as much as possible and feel positive about their language learning each chapter includes a
summary suggestions for further reading and exercises as such this is the ideal book for both beginning students of linguistics
and language education or anyone in a related discipline looking for a first introduction to language testing

Electromagnetic Fields in Biology and Medicine
2015-03-02

this revised and expanded edition of the research handbook on international law and cyberspace brings together leading
scholars and practitioners to examine how international legal rules concepts and principles apply to cyberspace and the
activities occurring within it in doing so contributors highlight the difficulties in applying international law to cyberspace assess
the regulatory efficacy of these rules and where necessary suggest adjustments and revisions

Essential VCE Legal Studies Units 1 and 2 Second Edition Toolkit
2010-09-27

this study maps current and planned education and research cooperation that the nordic countries denmark finland iceland
norway and sweden have with russia the study includes bilateral nordic regional intergovernmental and eu levels but focuses on
the bilateral national level the study covers all the fields of research and all the educational levels primary and upper secondary
schools vocational higher and adult education this study is of use on both a national and international level it serves both
readers who wish to obtain an overview of cooperation in bilateral education and research between the nordic countries and
russia as well as readers interested in becoming acquainted with the various forms in which nordic countries cooperate in the
fields of education and research with russia as a whole this study commissioned by the nordic council of ministers has been
carried out by the aleksanteri institute which is the finnish centre for russian and eastern european studies at the university of
helsinki

Handbook of Global Research and Practice in Corruption
2011-01-01

intermittent demand forecasting the first text to focus on the methods and approaches of intermittent rather than fast demand
forecasting intermittent demand forecasting is for anyone who is interested in improving forecasts of intermittent demand
products and enhancing the management of inventories whether you are a practitioner at the sharp end of demand planning a
software designer a student an academic teaching operational research or operations management courses or a researcher in
this field we hope that the book will inspire you to rethink demand forecasting if you do so then you can contribute towards
significant economic and environmental benefits no prior knowledge of intermittent demand forecasting or inventory
management is assumed in this book the key formulae are accompanied by worked examples to show how they can be
implemented in practice for those wishing to understand the theory in more depth technical notes are provided at the end of
each chapter as well as an extensive and up to date collection of references for further study software developments are
reviewed to give an appreciation of the current state of the art in commercial and open source software intermittent demand
forecasting may seem like a specialized area but actually is at the center of sustainability efforts to consume less and to waste
less boylan and syntetos have done a superb job in showing how improvements in inventory management are pivotal in
achieving this their book covers both the theory and practice of intermittent demand forecasting and my prediction is that it will
fast become the bible of the field spyros makridakis professor university of nicosia and director institute for the future and the
makridakis open forecasting center mofc we have been able to support our clients by adopting many of the ideas discussed in
this excellent book and implementing them in our software i am sure that these ideas will be equally helpful for other supply
chain software vendors and for companies wanting to update and upgrade their capabilities in forecasting and inventory
management suresh acharya vp research and development blue yonder as product variants proliferate and the pace of business
quickens more and more items have intermittent demand boylan and syntetos have long been leaders in extending forecasting
and inventory methods to accommodate this new reality their book gathers and clarifies decades of research in this area and
explains how practitioners can exploit this knowledge to make their operations more efficient and effective thomas r willemain
professor emeritus rensselaer polytechnic institute



Contemporary Terrorism Studies
2022

top scholars synthesize and analyze scholarship on this widely used tool of policy analysis in 27 articles setting forth its
accomplishments difficulties and means of implementation though cge modeling does not play a prominent role in top u s
graduate schools it is employed universally in the development of economic policy this collection is particularly important
because it presents a history of modeling applications and examines competing points of view presents coherent summaries of
cge theories that inform major model types covers the construction of cge databases model solving and computer assisted
interpretation of results shows how cge modeling has made a contribution to economic policy

Social Competences in Vocational and Continuing Education
2004

Understanding Language Testing
2014-03-18

Research Handbook on International Law and Cyberspace
2021-12-14

Annual Report of the National Regulatory Research Institute
2002

Nordic Cooperation with Russia in Education and Research
2011-09

Intermittent Demand Forecasting
2021-06-02

Handbook of Computable General Equilibrium Modeling
2013-01-08
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